
Research Basics

MCHS Grade Ten



Step One: The Research Question

Finding the right research question is similar to Goldilocks 
and the Three Bears. You want a question that is not too big 
and not too little, but one that is just right for you. 

Remember the acronym COMPASS. Let the COMPASS be your guide. 



The Research Question

Challenging

Open

Manageable

Precise

   Arguable

Synthesize

Share



Research Question Practice

Topic: United States

Bad question: What state has the highest population?

Good question: Why does California have the highest 
population?



Research Question Practice - Your Turn

Topic: Colonial Williamsburg

Bad question: 

Good question:  



Step Two: Evaluating Sources

There are two types of sources: primary and secondary.

Primary - artifact, a document, diary, manuscript, 
autobiography, a recording, or other source of information 
that was created at the time under study.

Secondary  - information is one that was created later by 
someone who did not experience first-hand or participate in 
the events or conditions you're researching





Step Two: Evaluating Sources

When deciding whether or not to use a source, give it the 
"CRAP" test. See if your source is current, relevant, has 
authority, and the correct purpose. 

Current - Was the article published recently or around the 
time of the event you are researching?

Relevant and reliable - Is it about your topic? Who 
published it? Does it provide references?



Step Two: Evaluating Sources

Authority - Who is the author? What are their credentials?

Purpose and point-of-view - Was this written to sway your 
opinion? Does the author have a personal bias 



Evaluating Sources Practice

Sometimes people create fake news 
websites. They can look good, but 
be made up of totally false 
information. Check these out.  

Tree Octopus

Dihydrogen Monoxide

Velcro

Besides the “CRAP” test, you can 
also look at the website’s 
appearance. Look for:

Websites that end in .gov and .edu

Offers additional sources

Looks professional

Matches other sources

Not a blog or personal website

http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
http://www.dhmo.org/
http://www.dhmo.org/
http://www.umbachconsulting.com/miscellany/velcro.html
http://www.umbachconsulting.com/miscellany/velcro.html


Evaluating Sources Practice: Your Turn

Pick an actor or actress that you like. 

Go to any website of your choosing about them and evaluate 
it using the “CRAP” test and other factors we have talked 
about. 

Then look at website about Beyonce. Evaluate that source 
too.

What difference and similarities do you see?

http://www.biography.com/people/beyonce-knowles-39230


Step Three: Taking Notes

Traditional Method - 3x5 index cards



Step Three: Taking Notes

Electronic Method:

● Make a google doc of notes

● Highlight an article



Step Four: Documenting Sources

Document every source you think you might use!

It is easier to go back and delete unused sources than it is 
to remember where you found your information.



Step Four: Documenting Sources

1. Author
2. Title
3. Container
4. Other contributors
5. Version
6. Number (volume)
7. Publisher
8. Publication date
9. Location (pages or web url)



Step Four: Documenting Sources

Author. “Title of Source.” Title of Container, 

Other contributors, Version, Number, Publisher, 

Publication date, Location.



Step Five: Writing with in-text citations

We use the Author-Page method. 

If the author was Benson and the page was 1734, the citation 
looks like (Benson 1734).

No punctuation in the parentheses and the period after



Step Five: Writing with in-text citations

If you have no author, you use the title.

Biography.com often has no author, so our our in-text 
citation would look like (“Beyonce”).

In the end, all in-text  citations should match up to a full 
citation on your works cited page.
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Step Six: Works Cited

Keep in alphabetical order

Use reverse indentation


